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CHAFT!m r 
IN'IRODUCTION 
Purpose of the Study 
Tais study was undertaken for the following intentions: 
1. to examine and classify the questions and exercises 
in six junior high American history workbooks on the 
basis of the mental processes required to respond 
to the questions and to work .out the exercises. 
2. to ascertain to what extent the higher mental processes, 
as defined in this study, would be included in the 
answering of the questions and exercises. 
This information in the writer's opinion, would be helpful to junior 
II 
llhigh teachers, administrators, textbook writers, and others who are engaged 
lin leading children to their most complete mental development. 
I 
l ental Processes 
Definitio~ of Terms 
I 
term mental processes i n this study means the mental 
I 
In using the 
1
aotivities which children use to answer the questions and exercises which 
,confront them in junior high American history workbooks. 
I 
i !Higher Mental Processes 
II The term higher mental processes is used to mean the activities other 
/than recall, such as: organization of ideas; supplementation and use of 
ideas; and criticism and evaluation of ideas. 
I 
Reitzl states "The 'higher' mental processes are usually contrasted 
1 !walter S. Monroe, editor, 1'Higher Mental Processes", Encyclopedia _2! 
!Educational Research,. The Macmillan Company, New York, New York, 1950., 
!page 540 
--,1 
I/ I 
,, 
I 2 
·with the tlower' mental processes. However, there is no single criterion 
1
,available in the literature pertaining to the subject to distinguish 
I 
ldefini tely between the two strata." J"udd1 claims;_ 
I 
I 
II 
I 
The higher mental processes associate, or integrate the 
items and thus build up a new subjective whole. The 
association, or integration, of items in the higher mental 
~rocesses is of a different order from the mere sequential 
association which appears in memorization. 
To clarify in understandable terms the higher mental processes the 
jrollowing has been evolved by the Encyclopedia of Educational Research2: 
I' 
II 
I 
Although the higher mental processes constitute one ot 
the most important divisions of psychology, no agreed-
upon classification of such processes is available. 
Among the terms used most frequently are: reasoning, 
thinking and judgment, with such adjectives as abstract, 
c~eative, concrete, imageless, independent, original, 
productive,qualitative, quantitative, scientific, simple 
and syllogistic. Other terms frequently encountered are: 
problem solving; also abstraction,_, application of principles, 
comprehension, concept formation, imagination, inference, 
insight, intelligence, intellectual, knowledge, learning, 
meaning, symbolization. Many more terms could be cited, 
such as cognition, comparison, classification, deliberation, 
discovering, evaluation, generalization, integration, 
invention, ideation, and unders tanding. 
I 
I 
I 
1 lcharles H. J"udd, Education ~Cultivation .2f. ~Higher :Mental Processes'! 
,'Ihe Macmillan Company, New York, 1936, P• 19 
I 2walter s. Monroe, editor, .2£• ill•' p. 541 
I 
II 
I' 
I 
I, 
I! 
C :HAPTE:R II 
REVIE"w OF LITERATURE 
A vast amount of research has been done in this area of the thinking 
process yet there are no definite conclus i ons that have been agreed upon 1. 
I n this chapter the writer hopes to review some of the more significant 
studies that have been made in regard to the higher mental processes, the 
I 
development of the higher mental processes in children and the use of work-
books in developing the mental processes. 
One of the early works in the area of the thinking process is that by 
ller2 who states the child does not make use of the special techniques of 
thinking at an early age so we are not justified in stating that he is using 
Ia reasoning process. 
1 Judd3 in his work states: 
the extent to which the student generalizes his training is itself 
a measure of the degree to which he has secured from any 
course the highest form of training. One of the major 
characteristics of human intelligence is to be defined by 
calling attention to the fact that a human being is able to 
generalize his experience . 
Several years later a view expressed by Thorndike4 was that thinking and 
lvialter S. Monroe, editor, Encyclopedia ~Educational Research, The 
[
acmillan Company, New York, 1950, 1950, P• 541 . 
2Irving M. Miller, ~Psychology .£!. Thinking, The Macmillan Company, 
ew York, 1910, P• 295 
I 
3oharles H. Judd, Psychology 2!_ .ill:,2 School Subjects, Ginn and Company~ 
Boston, 1915, pp. 413-414 . 
i 4Edward L. Thorndike, "The Psychology of Thinking in the Case of Reading' 
iPsychologi·cal Review, 24: 233-234, 1917 
~~reasoning seemed to be no different than automatism, custom, or habit but 
lrather cooperated by working well together. An experiment by Petersonl on 
I 
li the higher mental processes involved the following arrangements: 
lj 
II 
II 
I! 
II 
il 
!I 
For convenience of treatment we have divided the learning 
process into three stages: (1) the abstraction of elements 
from the problematic situation, (2) the combination of · 
essentie.l elements into higher conceptual units, and (3} 
the application of these higher unitary processes to sit-
uat ions other than those out of which they arose. 
Gesell2 in his study refutes Miller by asking the QUestion: 
Can the stages of mental gro~!.rth be determined? Assuredly 
yes--whether, we think of the components or of their 
aggregation into constellations. Behavior is the 
functional index of mental growth. Inasmuch as behavior 
can be seen, described and photographed, we are justified 
in saying that mental growth can be formulated and in a 
sense measured. The growth of the mind, scientifically 
conceived, is essentially the development of a sequence of 
behavior values which are correlated with the maturation 
of the nervous system. 
complex phenomenon of thinking has been analyzed by PeVTey 3 in.to f ive 
distinct steps: "(1} a felt difficulty, (2) its location and definition, (3} 
1 suggestions of possible solution, (4} development by reasoning of the bear-
,: 
)l ings of suggestions, and (5) further observation and experimentation leading 
/ to acceutance or rejection of the solution.1' This type of thinking using I .o. 
!these five steps is reflective. Yet a simpler analysis of thinking has been 
1: 
' lJ"ohn C. Peterson, ~ Higher Mental Processes ~ Learning, University 
if ot Chicago Libraries, Chicago, Illinois, 1920, p. 102 
L 2Arnold Gesell, ~ Guidance £!.Mental Growth in Infant ~ Child, The 
!! Macmillan Company, New York, 1930 PP• 138-139 
jj 3J"obn Dewey, ~~Think, :Q.C. Heath, Boston, 1910, p. 72 
II 
II 
5 
\done .by Ffander 1 : 
I 
I 
Thinking is a psychological phenomenon usually found in all 
alert and mature human beings. One can distinguish five 
i ntervariant aspects in most thinking situations: 
1. There is the thinking subject or thinker. 
2. This subject at some time or another thinks, i.e. 
manifests thinking, a process having beginning, 
duration, and ending. 
3. There is usually a thought, notion, or meaning 
as the result of the thinking, sometimes called 
the'content' of the t hinking. 
4. Man usually communicates his though·t more or 
less adequately through symbolic means, the chief 
of which is language. 
5. The thinker, the thinking, the thought and the 
linguistic expression always refer to some object, 
i.e. an object in the most general sense of the 
term. 
These five factors always form a closely knit unitary process. 
Judd2 has contributed much to t he area of mental development including 
the field of the higher mental processes~ 
Memorization of facts frequently fails to result in the 
development of higher mental processes. If the higher 
mental processes of application of principles and 
inference are really to be cultivated, learning conditions 
appropr i ate for their cultivation are necessary. 
/ 
I 1Refer Monroe, op. cit., p. 544 
Second Edition, Halle: Max Niemeyer, 
l:ttional Research, 1950 edition. 
I 
as quoted from Alexander Ff~nder, Logik, 
1929, 365 p. in Encyclopedia of Educ-
i 2cb.arles H. Judd, 
~e Macmillan Company, 
I 
\ 
I 
Education as Cultivation of the Higher Mental Processes 
New York, '1936, p. 17. - -
I 
II 
I 
6 
According to Aldrich1 the cultivation of critical thinking by class activ-
,. 
1: ities in the lectures and the group discussions is usually not the most 
!conducive. He believes that to think one must not be guided by a "right 
I 
answer in the back of the book." The Social Studies Department of the School 
II 
of Education of New York University has established a program2: 
to develop skill in learning, thinking, expression and 
action. The department said, ~he student should have: 
1. Ability to solve problems. 
a. by defining problems 
b. by identifying feasible courses of action, 
c. by collecting and interpreting information, 
d. by reaching ·t;entative decision based on sound 
influence, and 
e. by acting i n accordance with the decisions 
made. 
2. Ability to apply the results of learning. 
3. Ability to evaluate his learning and thinking. 
4. Ability to express social data in oral and written form. 
3 Symonds concludes that: 
the home and school have not completed their task when 
they have helped children to perform the correct mental 
processes. They should also aid children in formulating 
and weighing values so that they know not only what 
outcomes to expect but also what outcomes they want. 
Staebler4 thinks that: 
In schools everywhere, it is the teacher's duty to show 
students what, in the subjects they are studying, is 
significant and pertine.nt to live today. All that is 
not must be shown to be machinery. Latin verbs and nouns 
1J"ulian c. Aldrich, "Developi ng Critical Thinking", Social Education 12: 
115-118, March 1948. p. 116 
2rbid. p. 115 
j
1 
3percival M. Symonds, "How Do Good Habits of Thinking Begin," Childhood 
Education 23: 309-314, March 1947 
4W. Staebler "On Sim licit in Thinkin 1-~·J"nl . of Hi her Educ.l9 ·239- 43 
I 
li 
II ,, 
I 
7 
are not in themselves important, but only means to an 
understanding of an oration of Cicero or an eclogue 
by Virgil. It is the idea in any piece ·which is valuable, 
and as soon as it is grasped and its relevance to life, 
if any, seen, the verbs and nouns must be-dismissed 
from the forefront of our minds; if they are allowed to 
remain, they become impedients by which our growth is 
stunted . 
Goodson1 is of the opinion the learning activities when given the 
proper emphasis will improve the thinking process . He2 further states: 
An adequate approach to the improvement of pupil 
thinking is made, therefore, when the pupil engages 
in learning activities which do two things for him: 
(1} Make him consaious of the structure of 
thinking, so that he may identify the elements 
in his ovm and another person's thinking, 
and 
(2) give him practice in dealing with the elements 
of thinking. 
I Durre113 points out that "Teaching to think" is an old but approved 
!educational objective. He suggests that research in the skills of devel-
.. 4 
oping the higher mental processe~ is very promising : 
Workbooks might be developed tor teaching classification, 
organization, and subordination of ideas, leading to 
outlining and summarizing; for supplementing and using 
ideas, raising questions, finding examples and applications, 
making plans far activities related to the topic; for 
various aspects of critical thinking such a~ discriminating 
fact from opini.on,. critiol.zlng method of presentation or 
suitability f6r~a · partieular purpose, and discovering 
overgeneralizations. 
luaz R. Goodson, "1ho Improvement 00: Pupil. Thinking•, ;Educational Admin_! 
/ istration ~Supervision 25: 615-624 November 1939 
I 2rbid. p. 616 
3nonald D. Durrell, "Language and the Higher Mental Processes," Review j"E!. Educational Research, 13: 110-114, April, 1943. 
1 ':rbid. p. 113 
8 
!1 Mead]. discovered that workbooks published between 1926-1936 were stress-
11 ing non-problem-solving abilities even though a variety of abilities were 
i 
used in the great number of exercises. Cronin2 concluded from her study 
jthat "No workbook can take the place of a good teacher and no workbook should 
Jbe used indiscriminately." 
I 'lhe Social Studies Program3 is an area where performance and application 
of the higher mental processes should begin. Although it is not the only 
place for practice,- it certainly offers excellent opportunities. Phillips4 . 
put this among her' conclusions that in her opinion: 
it is necessary for the teacher to use a great deal of 
supplementary material in order to provide the proper 
learning experiences for training in the use of the 
higher mental processes. 
I n .continuing Phillips study JohnsoR found that his results showed a great 
likeness to the results that she had obtained three years earlier. The 
early study was made on Fourth Grads ge ography textbooks and the Johnson 
study ~~s on Fifth Grade geography workbooks . He found that the workbooks 
I 
I 
I 
I 
did not offer any greater contribution toward aiding pupils iri the use 
II 
1vera 0. Mead, "What Abilities are Stressed in Workbooks in History?" 
School Review, 47: 284-289, April, 1939. 
~argaret G. Cronin, "~ Analys is of Workbooks in American His tory" Un-
published Master's Thesis, Boston Uni versity, 1948, pp . 84. 
3rrene w. Driscoll "An Analysis 2! Questions ~Exercises in~ Sixth 
Grade Geography Books .2!!:. Basis of the Higher Mental Processes Required in 
Their Solution", Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University, 1948,pp. 77. 
4r.aura D. Phillips, "An Analysis ~Classification .2£ the ..,.guestions 
~Exercises.£!~ 'Fourth Grade Geography Books ~Basis .2! the Mental 
Processes Required for Their Solution", Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston 
University, 1945, pp. 75. 
5Everett A. Johnson, ''An Analysis of. Fifth Grade Geography Workbooks .QB. 
Basis of~ Mental Processes Involved," Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston 
Uni versi t 1948 - • 66. 
9 
-
1of the higher mental processes. 
Results of this studyl indicate that by far the larger 
part of the questions and exercises in geography workbooks, 
published for supplementary use, necessitate only the 
use of the Lower Mental Processes, especially Recall and 
Recognition. Only a relatively small part make use of 
the skills associated with critical thinking deemed so 
necessary with enabling persons to meet the problems of 
life in democratic society. 
In critical thinking the students will vary greatly in their processes of 
thinking and at the same time they will differ in the degree of difficulty 
to be found in attaining mastery of the processes. T.aber2 believes that: 
One of the important purposes of evaluating critical 
thinking is to improve the job of teaching it. Good 
teaching of critical thinking depends, first, on how 
clearly teachers understand what is involved in carrying 
on critical thinking and how it manifests itself., and, 
second, on the teacher's knowledge of each student's 
strengths and weaknesses. 
cham3 states: 
If it is agreed that the subject (critical thinking) can 
be taught, there remains the task of marking out the 
goals to be aimed at in teaching it. The primary object 
in teaching critical thinking is to put in the pupil's hands 
a tool. We have attained that ob ject when the pupil has 
learned to recognize the skills of cr itical thinking and 
knows both the appropriate order in which to use them and 
the occasions when to use them. 
In wr iting about the higher mental processes in general Judd4 summarized 
ome of his conclusions in the following order: 
1. Simple mental processes are conditioned in the main by 
external impressions. 
2. :Mental processes involve external impressions t o a 
diminishioning degree as these pr ocesses r each higher 
and hi her levels. 
~·~ · 
~award R. Anders on, edi'tor, "Teaching Critical Thinking," Thirteenth 
i1[earbook N:1tional Council 2f Social Studies, NEA, 1942, p.l23 
3Ibid., n. 45 
--
1 4charleB H. Judd, "Education as Cultivation of the Higher Mental Prore.soo::t' 
., Mru:millan_C.Om ~n New f oi1t 1:93'6 _ - - --
10 
3. Symbolic thinking is economical because it is a sub-
stitute for concrete experience, not a mer e repetition 
or restatement in memory of such experience. 
4. If symbolic thinking and other higher forms of thi nking 
are properly cerried on they require conformity to 
certain rules which depend on systems of experience,. 
not on individual items of experience. 
5. An individual may acquire some r ules of intellectual 
procedure with true understandi ng of a system. 
6. An individual may acquire a certain limited underBtanding 
of a system of thinking without mastering the whole 
system. 
7. Each higher process combines numerous factors into a 
single organized experience. 
8. Because of the s ubjective condit i oning of the higher 
mental processes and because of their complexity, there 
are wide variations in the form in which these processes 
take place in the experience of different individuals. 
After reading many studies and works t hi s writer concludes by once more 
quoting from Judd1 that "It remains true t hat the least fully elaborated 
division of educational psychology is that which deals with the higher 
mental processes." 
II 
1/ ~--~-r==============c==========~~========================~======= 
,, 
.I 
CEAPTER III 
PROCEDURE USED IN THIS S'l'l:.IDY 
Classification of Mental Processes. This study in American History work-
books on the junior high level to determine the higher mental processes 
requires a classification of the various types of mental processes. The 
classification as set forth is derived from the study and unpublished work 
of Johnson.l 
As vd. t.h those who have previously made studies in the area the mental 
processes, this writer has divided the classification into four separate 
divisions. The first division comes under the heading of Lower Mental 
Processes, which include Aided and Unaided Recall, Recognition and Reprod-
uction. For Higher Mental Processes, three separate divisions .were set up 
under the beadings of: Organization of Ideas, Supplementation and Use of 
Ideas, and Criticism and Evaluation of Ideas. 
The American History workbooks chosen for this study are as follows: 
A.' Hartman-Ball-Nevins, Studies of .QE!. Country, Progress Book to accompany 
America, Land Et Freedom. Boston: D.C. Heath and Company, 1947, 143 p. 
B. Southworth and Southworth , !, Warkbook ..!!!. American History, Syracuse, New 
York: Iroquois Publishing Company, I nc., 1946, 169 pp. and 11 pages in 1 
Appendix. 
C. Donn V • Hart, Workbook !2!: American History, New York: American Book 
Company, 1949, 128 pages 
~erett A. Johnson, An Analysis of Fifth Grade Geography Workbooks .£!! 
Basis of the Mental Processes Involved. Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston 
:University;-1948, PP• 66 
II 
II 
11 
II 
I 
I 
ll 
I' 
I 
II 
ID. 
12 
Harriet Shoen and F:ttances Morehouse, A lorkbook to be used ·with New 
Edition--~ American Nation Yesterday~ Today--Part!and""'PariTr by 
Tryon, Lingley and Morehouse. Boston: Ginn and Company, 1938, 1939, 96 
pages . 
Edna McGuire and 'Ihomas B. Portwood, Workbook for the Rise of our Free 
Nation. New York: The Macmillan Company, 1949-;-182 pages:----
I Lower Mental Processes 
A. Aided Recall 
1. Facts in the text 
2. Facts from other sources 
B. Unaided Recall 
1. Facts in the text 
2 • Facts from other sources 
c. Recognition 
1. Multiple Choice 
2. True-False 
3. Matching 
4. Location of places or facts from data on maps, charts, 
diagrams, or tables. 
D. Reproduction 
1. Drawing pictures, maps, diagrams, or charts, according to 
directions given . 
II Higher Mental Processes 
A. Organization of Ideas 
1. Select items pertinent to the topic 
2. Classify and arrange 
I! 
I! 
I' 
I! 
ii 
'I 
ji 
3~ Find major or minor points 
4. Outline 
5. Summarize 
6. Collect pictures, articles, clippings, etc., to illustrate 
a topic. 
7. Prepare a special report 
a. Select sources of information 
B. Supplementation and Use of Ideas 
1. Find examples or applications 
2. Suggest plans for activities related to topic 
3. Suggest additional topics for study 
4. Show relationships 
5. Apply knowledge or principles to new situations 
6. Draw conclusions or inferences from data supplied in text, 
maps, char.ts, diagrams, or tables. 
7. Find or suggest reasons or explanations far facts or state~ 
ments. 
8. Make generalizations 
9. Create or invent new combinations of ideas 
lO.Handwork to illustrate a fact or principle 
ll.Make comparisons 
12.Find differences or similarities 
c. Criticism and Evaluation Ideas 
1. Recognizing special merit of ideas presented 
2. "Finding exceptions to the point made 
3. Suggest limiations or precautions 
4. Analyzing methods or motives 
=c-:====1 = -=====---=-=-- === 
I 
II jl 
II 14 
_lj- -~-====-= 
II 5 • 
- ====.:;...__ - ~-- -::=-~--=---=--
Discriminate between fact and opinion 
I! 6. Discovering bias or prejudice 
'I 
lj 
I 7. Discovering over-generalization 
s. Eliminating unimportant or irrelevant material 
9. Evaluating evidence or explanations 
lO.Evaluating suitability of a presentation for a particular 
purpose. 
Sample ~uestions and Exercises 
From the six ·workbooks used in th1.s st)ldy the following ques tions and 
1 
e::terc ises are 
/ higher mental 
examples of each item in the classification of lower and 
processes used in this study. 
il . I Lower Mental Processes 
I 
I 
A. Aided Recall 
1. Facts in text. 
fuat did the signers pledge to each other for the support of 
the Declaration of Independence? ~mat particular event at 
sea cause the people of the United States to turn sharply 
against Germany? 
2. l!'acts from other sources. 
In your st:udy of history during the last ti-vo or three years, 
you have been reading about the different ages or periods in 
which man has lived. Before we decide what is meant by the 
Machine Age, can you recall what was meant by the period 
called 
the Stone Age? ---------
the Bronze Age? --------
the Iron Age? 
B. Unaided Recall 
1. Facts in text. 
The radio has important uses. Some of them are--
a. 
b. 
c. 
)I 
!I I 
I 
II I 
I 
15 
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2. Facts from other sources. 
This period has been called the "Gay Nineties." 
List some of the songs which appeared. 
o. Recognition 
1. Multiple Choice. Place the let ter that comes before your 
chosen answer in the space before the question to which it 
belongs. 
---How many hand pickers were put out of work by one cotton gin 
which could be run by one man and a horse? (a) 50; {b) 100; 
{c) 300. 
2. True-False. 
Each of the following questions can be answered by a "yes" 
or by a "no." Answer each question correctly by writing 
ttyes" or "no" in the blank space which follows it. 
Was Thomas Jefferson elected President of the United States 
in 1800? 
--------~~----Did Jefferson pay the money which the Barbary pirates 
demanded? 
----------------
3., Matching. 
In the spaces that precede the items of List A place the 
letters that precede the names you choose from B. 
List A 
---1. Two men who did the business 
connected with the purchase 
of Louisiana from Napoleon for 
$15, ooo,ooo .. 
---2. 1\'vo men who "explored the rivers 
of Louisina," cros sed the 
mountains, and went down the 
Columbia river to its mouth. 
---3. Two men who spoke in a famous 
debate in Congress in 1830. 
D. Reproduction 
Lis t B 
a. Lord Ashburton 
b. Robert R. Li vingstm; 
c. Robert Y. Hayne 
d. William Clark 
e. James Monroe 
f. Daniel Webster 
g. Meriwether Lewis 
h. George Rogers Clark 
1. Drawing pictuTes, maps, diagrarr~, charts according to 
directions given. 
In 1776 the colonists launched the ship "The United States". 
Its journey through "uncharted seas" was difficult and 
dangerous. There vras always a chance that it would be 
wrecked on unknown rocks. Draw a picture- of the ship, show-
: i~g the rocks which the ship had to avoid in order to keep 
afloat. Label the rocks for the various problems and crises 
15 
which t he young nation faced i n i ts early days t o the s t a ting 
of t he Monroe Doctrine . i 
II Higher Mental Processes 
A. Or ganization of Ideas 
1. Select items pertient to the topic. Write a short paragraph 
about each of the men listed below. Tell in your Pa,ragraph 
what contributions each made to Latin American his tor y. 
a. Francisco Lopez 
b. Iazaro Cardenas 
c. Diego Rivera 
d. Dr. William Rivera 
2. Classify and arrange. 
Arrange the following events in their correct chronological 
order on a time line: election of Wilson, Clayton Act, 
birth of first trusts, Sherman Antitrust Act, T. Roosevelt 
elected President, u.s . Steel Corporation farmed, Taft 
elected Presi dent. 
3 "\Find major and minor points. 
State the most important provisions of the Social Security 
Act of 1935. 
4. Outline 
Make a n outline of the history of the American Federation of 
. !.abo:t. Far help in making your outline check the index of 
your text for all references to this organization. 
5. Summarize 
Summarize the most impor tant contribution, in your personal 
opinion, the following men made to American science: 
Benjamin Silliman, John James Audubon, Clarence King. 
6. Collect pictures, articles, clippings, eto., to illustrate 
a topic. 
This page is d.i vided into two columns, one for colonia l 
times and one for the present. Cut out pict u~es from 
magazines or draw t hem to show the kinds of work women did 
then and are doing today. Write a short title for each 
picture. 
--=- - - ---= -.r--
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?. Prepare a Special Report. 
Prepare a written report on one of the following leaders 
during World War II. Franklin D. Roosevelt, Winston Churc 
Joseph Stalin, Chiang Kai-shek, Dwight D. Eisenhower, George 
Patton, Joseph Stilwell, Jonathan C. Wainwright 
In your report include these points : 
a. Citizen of what country 
b. Position during the '!.!Jar 
c. Training or preparation for his work 
d. Achievements before World War II 
e. Outstanding accomplishments during World War II. 
Write your first draft on scratch paper. Correct spelling 
and sentence structure. Then copy in ink on composition 
paper. 
8. Select sources of information. 
No one history book can give you all of the information you 
wzy want or need. Such a book would be too big to carry 
around . Reference books and encyclopedias in the library 
will help you find additional information. 
Visit your school library &nd ~Tite dovm the names or titles 
ot the reference sets or encyclopedia. 
B. Supple.tOOntat ion and Use of Ideas. 
1. Find examples or applications. 
Today sc ientists have turned night into day. Examples 
are -----------· 
2. Suggest plans for activities related to topic. 
Debate. Select t wo teams for a classroom debate on the 
subject: Resolteo.; t hat tl'le United States was justified, 
in declaring the Monroe Doctrine in 1823. Have the 
remaining members of the class act as judges and determine 
by a majority vote which team wins. 
3. Select addit ional topics for study. 
a. Read the poem on this page. 'lli.en answer the questions. 
b. There are two other poems you might like to read . They 
are Paul Revere's Ride, by Henry Wadsworth Longfellow, 
and Grandmother•s Story of Bunker Hill, by Oliver 
Wendell Holmes. 
= -=!r~-=-,-,-=== 
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4. Show Relationships. 
All the items in each group below have something in common 
with one another in relation to World War II. Explain below 
what each common relation is. 
a. Casablanca 
; . Cairo 
Q.~ebec 
Yalta 
Tehran 
Potsdam 
b • Montgomery 
Eisenhower 
Zhukvo 
MacArthur 
e. May s, 1945 
August 14, 1945 
c. Austria 
Poland 
Czechslovakia 
Denmark 
Norway 
Belgiwn 
Netherlands 
France 
d. Batann 
Saipan 
Gudalcanal 
Iwo Jima 
Okinawa 
5. Apply knowledge or principles to new situations . 
On the basis of the 1941 population estimate., _about how 
many Representatives would Hav~ii be able to elect and send 
to Congress if she became a. state? How many Sen ators could 
Ha:waii se.nd to Congress? 
6. Draw conclusions or inferences from data supplied in text~ 
maps, charts, diagrams, or tables. 
Study the chart of early political parties. 
Answer the following questions: 
1. Which political part -,gas first to organize? 
2. What happened to it? 
3. Give as accurately as you can the number of years in power 
shown for the Democratic-Republicans. 
4. What year marks the beginning of the Democratic Party? 
5. Which is the youngest political party? 
6. Which party had the shortest life? 
7. Find or suggest reasons or expl&nations for facts or state-
ments. 
Su~poso you were asked to simplify and explain each of the 
following statements to a nine-year-old child. On the 
lines following each statement, write what you would say. 
Use your text as much as you wish to get the meaning of the 
statement. 
1. The coming of the automobile has greatly changed t.be 
lives of farmers. 
I 
I 
I 
I. 
'--
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2. The air age is making a world in which all nations are 
neighbors • 
.. 
3. Today tbe telephone is considered an essential convenience 
in our daily lives. 
4. To keep the wheels o:t industry running, a steady flow o:t 
po~r is needed • 
a. ~ke generalizations. 
7fuy has cotton been called "King Cotton" in the South? 
9. Create or invent new combinations of ideas. 
Imagine that you are a citizen of Foland. Write a letter to 
your cousin in the United States expressing your feelings 
about the events of September, 1939. 
lO.Bandwork to illustrate a :tact or principle. 
Your text quotes part o:t an editorial written by a 
Nebraska editor on the "Three crops raised in Nebraska", 
corn, freight rates, and interest. · Draw a cartoon which 
illustrates the editor's criticism of conditions as he 
described them in his editorial. Give your cartoon an 
appropriate title. 
ll.Make comparisons. 
Compare Jackson's inaugUration with Washington's and with 
Jefferson's. Whi'ch ceremony do ·you think most suitable t:br 
a presidential inauguration. 
12.Find differences and similarities. 
Complete this table to show the differences between an 
average horne today and one at the time your great-grandfather 
lived. 
Average Horne 
For light 
l'or heat 
For cooking 
For keeping fresh food 
c. Criticism and Evaluation of Ideas 
Today In Great-Grandfather's 
(Time 
1. Recognizing special merit of i~eas presented. 
In the famous Supreme Court decision M'Cullock vs. Maryland 
(1819), John Marshall, an ardent Federalist, agreed that: 
' i 
I 
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The government of the United States, then, 
thougli ·limi ted in its pcrNers, is supreme; 
a1m its l aws, when made in pursuance of the 
Constitution, from the supreme law of the 
land, 'anything in the constitution or laws 
of any State to the contrary no~Nithstanding .' 
After reading the above quotation, answer the following 
questions. 
a. What limitations does the Constitution place upon the 
powers of the Federal Government? 
b. Did John Marshall desire a strong or weak central 
government ? 
c. What affect did this decision have upon the p~<ers of 
state governments? 
2. Finding exceptions to the point made. 
None found. 
3. Suggest limitations or precautions . 
Draw an outline map of the United States and Canada. Using 
figures in Exercise 3 above, make a "dot" map of the pop-
ulation of these two countries . Have one dot represent 
l,ooo,ooo people. After you have placed the correct number 
of dots on your map for Canada and the United States, you 
will have a general picture of the difference in population 
density between the t wo nations . This type of population 
map, like all maps, has certain limitations. What are some 
of these limitations? 
4. Analyzing methods or motives. 
Many times we are called upon to make difficult decisions. 
Below there are four instances where others had to make I 
decisions. Read the pages in your text and explain what you 
1 
would have done had you been the person concerned. 
1. Page 375 tells about William Lloyd Garrison's being 
mobbed because of his views on slavery. The experience 
did not stop him in his work. What would you have done, 
arid why? 
5. Discriminating between fact and opinion . 
After you have read pages 175 to 188 of your textbook, 
decide whether each of the following statements expresses 
(a) a fact, something that either happened or did not 
f llappen, a simpae true statement or (b) an opinion, someone's 
judgment about the value of something, not an actual fact 
but what someone thought about a fact •••••••••••••••••••• 
:31. 
Place a check mark in the appropriate sq_uare.FAC T O?IlJION 
Alexander Hamilton was the first Secretary 
of the Treasury of the United States . 
Alexander Hamil ton was t he bes t Secretary 
of the Treasury that the Unit_ed States has 
ever had. 
6. Discover ing bias or prejudice . 
None f ound. 
7. Discovering over-generali zation. 
:None found. 
s. Eliminating unimportant or irrelevant material. 
Cross out all words in t he parenthesis not needed to complete
1 
the statement correctly. 
In (1860-1890-1910), Congress passed the (Sheridan-Sherman) 
Anti-Trust Law • . The terms of the law were (vague and in-
definite--strong and precise), s o it (was-was not) very 
effective in controlling the trusts. 
9. Evaluating evidence or explanations. 
,/ 
I 
On page 413 is a list of book titles. .All of these books ' 
v·rill help you understand and enjoy the history in this unit. I 
You may find other books about the period in the library. II' 
Select and read a story that deals with the period of t he 1 
War Betwe en the St ates. Wr i te in one paragraph the reasons I 
why you liked or disliked the book. 11 
10 .Evaluating suitability of a presentation for a par t icular 
purpose. 
Select from all the reforms mentioned in your chapter one 
reform or reform movement which you feel is the most 
i mportant. Write an essay justifying your selection . Look 
up additional inf ormation for your essay in an encyclopedia 
and other books. 
I 
CRAP'IER IV 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
I 
II 
The tables in this chapter consider the data obtained on the questions I 
I 
I 
and exercises in American F..istory workbooks under -~he classification the 
mental processes. The numerical distribution under the various classific-
ations are found in Tables I through IV, while the percentage distribution 
· under the same classifications are found in Tables V through VIII. 
The questions and exercises classified unde_r the heading of Lower 
Mental Processes are found in Table I. There were 1187 questions and 
exercises that the writer classified under this heading. Seven hundred 
and one of the questions and exercises were classified under Aided Recall. 
Of these,- five hundred and ninety f ive were classified under Aided Recall 
' of facts in the text and one hundred and six were classified Q~der Aided 
Recall facts f rom other sources . One hundred and seventy five questions 
and exercises were classified under Unaided Recall. Of these, one hQ~dred 
and fifty four were classified under Unaided Recall of facts in the text,., 
whi le tv:enty one were classified under Unaided Recall of facts from other 
sources. Two hundred and thirty questions and exercises were classified · 
under the heading of Recognition. Thirty were classified under Multiple 
Choice, nineteen were classified under True-False, fifty six v1ere classified 
under NJatching, and one hundred and twenty five were classified under 
location of places or facts from data on maps, charts, diagrams and tables. 
Under Recognition in Book B the heading N~tching has forty exercises, hryN-
ever this writer found nine hundred and forty three items included in 
2 
I 
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1 those f'orty exercises. To use t he f'igure nine hundred and fCII:'ty three 
would put the nwnber of exercises clas sified out of' proportion since a 
single item cannot be classif'ied as a question or an exercise. The same 
practice was carried out by the writer in all the workbooks that were 
classif'ied. Eighty one were classif'ied under Reproduction--drawing pictt:tres,
1
1 
w~ps, diagrams or charts, according to directions given. 
I 
e e 
-
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TABLE I 
NUMERICAL DIS'lRIBUTION OF QUES'riONS AND EXERCISES ClASSIFIED UNDER LOWER IviENTAL PROCESSES 
Aided Unaided 
Recall Recall REO OGNI TION REPRODUCTION 
Facts Facts Facts Facts Multiple T.rue- Matching Location of places Drawing pictures, 
i in from. in frO.m Choioe False or facts from data maps, diagrams, or 
I the other the . rnrer on maps, charts, -charts, according 
Book text s:)Uroes text OOJI:'Oes diagrams, or tabla:~. to directions given. Total 
. I A 55 14 4 0 3 10 7 23 10 126 
B 20 2 0 0 19 5 40 26 22 134 1.\j ' 
"'" 
0 10 0 2 1 1 1 0 2 15 32 
D 149 20 57 1 7 2 9 2 14 261 
II E 107 66 28 16 0 1 0 71 2 291 II 
F 2M 4 63 3 0· 0 Q; 1 18 343 
'lb!al 595 106 154 21 30 19 56 125 81 1187 
-
Organization of Ideas . Of these , one hundred eighty one questions and 
exercises were classified under Select I tems Pertinent to the Topic . One 
hlmdred and twenty nine questions and exercises were classified under 
Classify and Arrange . 'I\11o questions and exercises were classified under 'Fllld ; 
Major or Minor Points . 'I\IJ'enty three quest i ons. and exercises were classified 
under Outline . Fourteen questions . and exerci ses were classified under 
Swnmarize ~ '!Vmnty one questions and exercises were classified under Colle ct 
pictures, articles, clippings, etc w to illustrate a topic. '!Vuenty three 
questions and exercises VJere classjfied under Prepare a Special Report. 
Eighteen quest ions and exercises were classified uncler the heading Select 
Sources of Information . 
• • I 
' 
I 
I 
I 
I 'rABLi II 
' 
:NlJMERICAL DIS1RIBUTION OF ~UESTIONS .A..1\lD EXERCISES CIJSSIFIED UND1!:R 
HIGHE:R MENTAL PROCESSES--ORGANIZATION OF IDEAS 
Seleet items Classi fy Find Outline Swnmarize Collect Prepare Select 
:pertinent and major :pictures, a sources 
t o the topi c arrange or articles, special of 
minor clippings, report information 
·- . J 
points etc., to 
illustrate 
Book a topio Total 
-
lXI 
A 26 1'7 0 8 2 8 9 10 80 (j) 
I 
B 76 18 0 0 0 9 5 0 108 I 
/ 
c 47 20 1 9 3 1 1 4 86 
\ 
D g 10 0 0 5 0 1 3 28 
E 16 18 · 1 6 3 3 4 1 52 
F 7 46 0 0 1 0 3 0 57 l 
Total 181 129 2 23 14 21 23 18 411 II 
-
II 
Table III shows the numerical distribution of the que s tions and 
exercises classified in the workbooks under the heading of Supplementation 
and Use of Ideas . 
I Six hundred and twenty one questions and exercises were classified undr , 
!supplementation and. Use of I deas. Of these, one hundred and seventy 
questions and exercises were classified under Find reasons or eAPlanations 
for facts or statements. One h~dred and twenty four questions and exerci.ses 
were classified under Suggest Plans for Act ivities related to the topic. 
Seventy three quest ions <;;_ nd exercises were classified under Make Com:parisons .J 
Sixty nine questions and exercises were classified under Create or Invent 
new combinations of ideas. Fifty seven questions and exercises were class-
ified under Draw · Conclusions or Inferences from data. Thir-ty seven 
questions and exercises were classified under Find Differences or Similar-
ities. Thirty five questions and exercises were classified under Apply 
Kn~~ledge or Principles to new situations. Tv;enty five questions and exer-
cises were classified under Handwork to illustrate a fact or principle. Ten 
questions and exercises were classified under Suggest Additional Topics f<r 
Study. Ten questions and exercises were classif'ied under Show Relationsh:i.I;E. 
Eight questions and exercises were classified under Yind Examples or Applic-
ations. Three questions and exerci ses were classif ied under tbe heading 
Make Generalizations. 
I 
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r 
,. 
NUMERICAL DIS'lRIBUTION OF Q,UESTIONS .AI:ID EXERCISES CLASSIFIED UliDER 
liiGHER iV:iENTAL PROCESSES-- SuPPLEMEN'llflTION Al\JD USE OF IDEAS ' 
Find Suggest Suggest Show Apply Draw Find :Make Create Handwork Make Find 
I examples plans addit- relat- know- con- reasons generali-or in- to illus- com- diff- . . or appli-for ional ion-· ledge elusions or e:x:- zations vent trate a _par- erences 
cations activ- topics ships or or infer - plan- new fact or isons or 
ities for prin- ences at ions com- prin- simi l-
related study ciples from for - bin- ciple arities 
to the to new data facts at ions 
topic situ- or state-
Sook at ions ments Total 
ro 
ro l A 1 11 5 7 3 16 18 0 6 1 6 ':!; 77 ..... 
B 1 17 3 1 a 3 6 0 24 3 5 5 70 
c 2 0 0 2 18 10 12 0 19 ' 16 11 8 98 
D 1 23 0 0 10 9 26 2 5 1 13 5 96 
E 2 4 0 0 2 12 53 1 2 1 8 11 96 
]' l 69 2 0 0 7 55 0 13 3 30- 5 185 
I !013.1 8· 124 10 10 35 57 170 3 69 25 73 37 621 
II fuble IV sh<ms the numberical distribution of the questions and 
1\ exercises classified in the workbooks under the heading of Cri ticis.m and 
I 
Evaluation of Ideas. 
Forty eight que stions and exercises were classified under Criticism 
I 
and Evaluation of Ideas. Of these, ~venty one questions and exercises were 
classified under Evaluating Evidence or Explanations. Twelve ques tions and 
exercises were classified under Eliminate unimportant or irrelevant material. 
lEight questio.P..s a nc1 ex:ercises were classified under Analyze Methods or 
I 
I j Moti ves. Two questions and ecercises were classified p.nder Recognizing 
1 Special :rvreri t of ideas presented. Two questions and exercises were class-
ified under Suggest Limitations or Precautions. 'J:Vw questions and exercises 
l
were classified under Evaluating Suitability for a particular purpose. One 
vvas classified under Discriminate betwe en Fact a nd Opinion . No questions or 
- e. - , , - _ e , -
-. 
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NU1vlElRIOAL DIS'lRIBUTION OF Q,UESTIONS AND EXERCISES CLASSIFIED UNDER 
HIGBER MENTAL :f:'RCX::ESSES--ORITIOISM AND EVALUATION OF IDEAS 
i Recogil.iz- Finding Suggest Analy~ Discriminate Discovering,_ Discover- Eliminate Eval- Eval-
1
! :· ing excep- limita- methods between fac'tt bias or irig 'over- unimport- uating uating 
special tions tions or and opinion prejudice general- . ant or evid- suit~ 
merit ot to the or motives izations irrel- ence ability 
1 ideas · point pre- evant or of a 
·' presentei made caut:bns material exp1an-prea;dJ-
I 
ations atipn 
for a. 
- parti-
. cular e>~ 
p~- 0 
iarlc pose Total 
!A 0 0 0 4 0 Q. 0 0 6 0 10 
I 
IB 0 0 0 1 - . 0 0 - 0 8 1 0 10 
~ -2 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 6 
.. 
p 0 0 1 1 1 · 0 0 4 4 1 12 
:E 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 6 0 7 
F 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 3 , 
'.L'Ov-
------=-a1~g_ ___ Q__ _ 2 8 1 0 0 12 21 2 48 
Table V shmvs the ~ercentage distribution of ques tions and exercises 
clas sified in the workbooks under the main heading of Lower Mental Proc~ss~s ·I 
A total of 1187 questions and exerctses wer e classified under this general I 
heading ~ Of these, 59.05 per cent were classi fied under Aided Recall. Under 
thi s heading 50.13 per cent were classified under Aided Recall of facts in 
\the t ext and 8.92 per cent were classified under Aided Recall of facts from 
other s ources. A total of 14.75 were classified under Unaided Recall. Under 
this heading 12.98 per cent were classified under Unaided Recall of fact s 
,,' i n the text and 1.77 
,from other sources. 
lh a.·· R ·t· ea 1ng ecogn1 .1on. 
per cent were classified under Unaided Recall of facts 
There was a totai of 19.39 per cent classified under the 
Of these, 2.53 per cent were classified under Multiple 
Choice, 1.50 per cent v;ere classified under True-False; 4.72 per cent were 
classified under Matching, 10.54 per cent were classified under Location of 
places or facts from data on maps, charts, diagrams, or tables. Under 
Reproduction--drawing pictures, maps, diagrams or charts, according to 
directions given t he percen·tage was 6.81. 
'I 
I e e 
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TABIEV 
:f.H:RCENTAGE DIS'lRIBU'riON OF Q,UESTIONS AND EXERCISES CLASSIFIED UNDER 
' LOWER MENTAL PROOESSES I 
I 
Aided Unaided 
Reo all Recall RecoS!!ition Re,Eroduction 
Facts Facts Facts Facts Multiple T.rue- Matching Location of places Drawing pictures, 
I in from in from Choice False or facts from dat~ maps, diagrams, the other the other on maps, charts, or charts, 
text sources text sources diagrams, or tabl es according to 
;Book directions _g_iven Total 
l VI 43.65 11.11 03.1'1 o.oo 02.38 07.94 05.56 18.25 10o% t'l:> . . 7.94 
~ 14. 93 01.49 oo.oo o.oo 14.18 03.73 29.85 19 .40 16.42 100% 
p 31.25 oo.oo 06.26 3.12 03 . 12 03.12 oo.oo 06.26 46.87 100.%_ 
~ 57.09 07.66 21.84 0.38 02.68 00.77 03.45 00.77 5.36 10_~ 
B:_ 36.77 22.68 09.62 5.50 00~00 . 00 . 34 oo.oo 24 .40 .69 100% 
B' 74.05 01.17' 18.37 0.87 oo.oo oo.oo oo.oo 00.29 5.25 10Q'! 
>Ave. 50 .. 13 08. 92 12.98 1.77 02.53 01.60 04.72 10.54 6.81 100% 
'.Iable i,7I shows the percentage distribution of questions and exercises 
classified in the workbooks under the heading of Organization of Ideas. 
T1.1ere were four hundred and e:Blen questions and exercises classified 
Qnder the heading Organization of Ideas. Of these, 44.04 per cent _were 
classified under Select Items Pertinent to the topic. Under Classify and 
I • 
1 Arrange, were classified 31.39 per cent of the questions and exercises 
'·· 
classified under Organization of Ideas. Under Outline were classified 5 . 60 
., 
per cent of the questions and exercises classified under Organization of 
Ideas. Under Collect pictures, articles, clippings, etc., to illustrate a 
topic were 5.10 per cent of the questions and exercises classified under 
Organization of Ideas. Under Prepare a Special Repor·t were 5.60 per cent of 
' the questions and exercises classified under Organization of Ideas. Under 
Select Sources of Information were 4.38 per cent of the questions and e:x:er-
I cises classified under Organization of Ideas. Under Summarize were 3 .40 
per cent of the questions and exercises classified under Organization of 
Ideas. Under Find Major or Minor Point were 0.49 per cent of the questions 
and exercises classified under Organization of Ideas. 
r 
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il TABLE VI 
I PERCENTAGE DIS'JRIDUTION OF Q.UESTIONS A.TW EXERCISES CLASSIFIED UNDER I . 
I ' 
I HIGHER :MENTAL PROOESSES--CRGANIZATION OF IDEAS 
Select 
_.. 
018:ssify Find Out line Swnmari ze Collect p~ctures, Prepare Select 
items and major articles, clip ... a sources 
pertinent arrange or pings, etc., to special ot 
II 
to the minor illustrate a report information 
Book topic points topic Total 
A 32.50 21.25 oo.oo 10.00 02.50 10.00 11.25 12.50 100% 
B 70.37 16.67 oo.oo oo.oo oo.oo 
~ 
08.33 04.63 oo.oo 10~ 
I I 
I ()" 54.65 23.26 01.16 10.47 03.49 01 .16 01.16 04.65 lOa% 
I 
..... 
D 32.14 35.71 oo.oo oo.oo 17.86 oo.oo 03 .57 10.72 lOa% ·~ 
E 30.77 34.61 01. 92 11.54 05.77 05.77 07. 69 01.92 10~ 
F 12.28 80.70 oo.oo oo.oo 01.76 oo.oo 05.27 oo.oo 100% 
Av.e ~· 44.04 31.39 00.49 05.60 03.40 05.10 05.60 04.38 loa% · 
I 
' 
. 
- ---- -- ~---
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~ble VII shO\vs the percentage dis tr i bution of questions and exercises 
class ified ·in the workbooks under the heading of Supplementation and Use of 
Ideas .. 
There were six hundred and twenty one questions and exercises classified 
under the heading of Supplementation and Use of Ideas. Of these, 27.37 per 
cent were classified under Find Reason or Explanations for facts or state-
ments. Under Suggest Plans for Activities related to the topic were class-
ified 19.97 per cent of the questions and exercises classified under Supple-
mentation and, Use of Ideas. Under Make Comparisons were classified ll.76 
per cent of the questions and exercises classified under Supplementation and 
Use of Ideas. Under Create and Invent new combinations of ideas were class-
ified 11.11 per cent of the questions and exercises classified under Supple-
mentation and Use of Ideas. Under ~aw Conclusions or Inferences from data 
were classified 9.18 per cent. Under Find Differences and Similarities wer e 
classified 5.96 per cen·~. Under apply knowledge or :principles to new sit-
uations wer e classified 5.64 per cent. Under Handwork to illustrate a fact 
or principle were classified 4.02 per cent. Under Suggest Additional TOpics 
for Study were classified 1.61 per cent. Under Show Relationships wer e 
classified 1.61 per cent. Under Find Examples or Applications were 1.29 
per cent. Under Make Generalizations were classified 0.48 per cent of the 
questions and exercises classified under Supplementation and Use of Ideas. 
- ------· ==-== 
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I TABLE VII 
' I 
I 
PERCENTABE DIS'ffiiBUTION OF ~UESTIONS .AND EXERCISES CLASSIFIED Ul iDm 
HIGHE:R MENTAL PROCESSES--SUPPlEMENTATION PlJD USE OF I DEAS 
i 
I ' Find Suggest Suggest Show . Apply Draw Find Make Create Band- Make Find 
I . I examples plans addition- relation• know- .con ... reasonsgener- or in- work com- diffo I , or ·for al topi cs ships ledge elusions or ex- aliz• vent to par- er- I I app1ioa- activ- for st:udy i or or infer- plan-· ations new ill us- imuls ems I 
I t ions ities prin- at ions com- trate I ences or 
I related ciples from for bin-· a sim-
II 
to .the to data f acts at:lons fact ilari;.. 
topic new or of or ties Total 
sit-· state- ideas prin-
I !Book uations ments ciple 
I ' I tN I A 01.30 6.49 9.09 03.90 23.38 o.oo 07.?9 01.30 07.79 03 . 90 100~ en 14.28 20.?8 
I B 01.43 24.28 4.29 1.43 02.86 04.29 ) 08.5? o.oo 34.28 04 .29 0?.14 07.14 100~ 
I c 02 .04 oo.oo o.oo 2 . 04 18.37 10.20 12.25 o.oo 19.39 16.33 11.22 08.16 lOCI% I 
ll I 
D 01.06 24.21 o.oo o.oo 10.53 09.47 27 .3? 2.10 05.26 01.06 13.68 05.26 •' lQ_g% 
I .. 55.21 1.04 02.08 01.04 08.34 11 .46 lOa% I E 02.08 04.17 OeOO o.oo 02.08- 12.50 
I 
I 
]' 00 .55 37.30 1.09 o.oo oo .oo 03.79 29 . 68 o.oo 07.03 01.63 16.22 02 .71 lOafu I 
}:ye • . Ol .29 19.97 1.61 1.61 05.64 09.18 2?.37 0.48 11.11 04 .02 11.76 05.96 100%· 
- ·-
i 
I 
I 
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Table VIII shmvs the p~rcentage distribution of questions and exercises 
classified in the workbooks under the heading of Criticism and Evaluation ot 
Ideas. 
Tb.ere were forty eight questions and exercises classified under the 
heading of Criticism and Evaluation ot Ideas. Of these, 43.75 per cent 
were classified under Evaluating Evidence or Explanations. Under Eliminate 
unimportant or irrelevant material were classified -25.00 per cent ot the 
questions and exercises classified under Criticism and Evaluation of Ideas. 
Under Analyze Methods or Motives were classified 16.66 per cent of the 
questions and exercises classified under Criticism and Evaluation ot Ideas. 
Under Recognizing Special Merit of ideas presented, Suggest Limitations and 
Precautions and .Evaluating Suitability for a particular purpose were 
classified each 4.17 per cent of the questions and exercises classi~d 
under Criticism and Evaluation of Ideas. Under Discriminate between Fact 
and Opinion were 2.08 per cent of the questions and exercises cla.ssi~ied 
under Criticism and Evaluation of Ideas. Tftere were no questions or exer-
cises classified under "Find Exceptions to the point made, Discovering Bias 
or Prejudice, and Discovering Over-Generalizations. 
======================~~~-~==~· ~~ 
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TA.BLIIl VIII 
I 
! I PERCENTAGE DIS'IRIBUTION OF Q.UESTIONS Al.'i!D EXERCISES CLASSIFIED UliDER I 
I I-liGI:J:ER I'IIE;NTAL PROCESSES--CRITICISM AND EVALUATION ()]' IDEAS 
li 
ll Recognizing Finding Suggest Analyze Discrlin- Discover-Discover- Eliminate Eval- Eval•· special exceptions limit- methods inate ing bias ing over- unimport- uat• uat-
II merit ot to the at ions or between or prej- general- ant or ing ing 
I ideas point or pre- motives fact and udice izati on irrel- evi- suit-I presented made caut- opinion evant dence abil-
i 
! ions material or ex~ ity ot 
I plan- a pre-
I at ions sent-
I at ion l 
I for a 
I part- Vl 
I icular (Xl 
Book purpose Total. 
il A 00.00· oo.oo oo.oo ; 40.00 oo.oo oo.oo oo.oo oo.oo 60.00 oo.oo lO(Jfb 
I 
I 
B oo.oo oo.oo oo.oo 10.00 oo.oo oo.oo oo.oo so.oo 10.00 oo.oo lOa% 
i c 33.32 oo.oo 16.67 16.67 oo.oo oo.oo oo.oo oo.oo 16.67 16.67 . lOo% 
I 
I D oo.oo oo.oo 0.8 . 33 08.33 08.33 oo.oo oo.oo 33.34 33.34 08.33 lOa% 
I -
I E' oo.oo oo.oo oo.oo 14.00 oo.oo oo.oo oo.oo oo.oo 86.00 oo.oo l OQ% 
I 
I F oo.oo oo.oo oo.oo oo.oo oo.oo oo.oo oo.oo oo.oo 100.00 oo.oo 100% 
1 .Ave~ 04 .17 oo.oo 04.17 16.66 02.08 oo.oo oo.oo 25.00 43.75 04.17 100% 
-
' 
I 
1-, 
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, ~ble IX shows the numerical distribution o~ the questions and exercire 
classified in the workbooks under the major divisions: Lower Hental Proces~ 
(Recall, Recognition, and Reproduction) and the Higher Mental Processes, 
(Organization of Ideas, Supplementation and Use of Ideas, and Criticism and 
Evaluation of Ideas). J 
A total of 2,267 questions and exercises were found in the six workbook 
I 
used in -the study. Of these, 1,187 were classified under Lower Mental I 
Processes, while a totall,OSO questions and exercises were classified under I 
the main heading of Higher Mental Processes. Under Higher Mental Processes 
four hundred and eleven questions and exercises were classified under Organ-
ization of Ideas. Six hundred and twenty one were classified under Supple-
mentation and Use of Ideas. "Forty eight were classified under Criticism and 
Evaluation of Ideas., 
I e 
-
-
I 
I TABLE IX 
I 
! 
I 
I NUM!l:RICAL DIS'lRIBUTION OF TEE QUESTIONS Al.\JD E:X:E'R.CISES I 
I UNDER T'".dE MAIN CLASSIFICATIONS I 
I 
I 
I Lower Higher Mental Processes 
I Mental ' 
I Processes Organization Supplementation Criticism and 
I of I deas and Use of Ideas Evaluation of 1 Book Ideas Total 
A 126 80 77 10 293 
-
~ 
0 
B 134 108 70 10 322 
c 32 86 98 6 222 
II D 261 28 95 12 396 
-
I E 291 52 96 7 446 
F 343 57 185 8 588 I 
Total 1187 411 621 48 2267 I 
- ---- - - -
· Table X shows the percentage distribution of the questions and exer-
-cises classified in the workbooks under the major divisions: Lower Mental 
Processes, (Recall, Recognition, and Reproduction) and the Higher Mental 
Processes (Organization of Ideas, Supplementation and Use of Ideas, and 
Criticism and Evaluation of Ideas.) 
A total of 2,26? ·questions and exercises were found in the workbooks 
of which 52.36 per cent were classified under Lower Mental Processes. The 
questions and exercises classified under the general heading Higher Mental 
Processes made up 4?.64 per cent of the total. Under Organization of Ideas 
were classified 18.12 per cent of the total. Under Supplementation and ,Use 
of Ideas were classified 2? .40 per cent of the total. Under Criticism and 
Evaluation .of Ideas were classified 2.12 per cent of the total. 
l e e 
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I 
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. TABLE X 
I \ ,. 
I 
I PERCEl~TAGE DISTRIBUTION OF TE:IE! Q,UESTIONS AND EXERCISES 
I UNDER THE NJ.il.llT CLASSIFICATIONS I 
I 
I 
I 
Lower Higher Mental Processes 
Mental 
Processes Organization Supplementation Criticism and 
Book of Ideas and Use of Ideas Evaluation of Ideas Total 
' 
A 43.00 27.30 26.28 03.42 100% I 
I 
I 
B 41.62 33.55 21.43 100% ' 
I 
03.10 I ~ I 
I 
0 14.42 38.74 44.14 02.70 100% 
D 65.90 07.08 23.99 03.03 lOo% 
E 65.24 11.66 21.52 01.57 lOa% 
F 58.33 09.70 31.46 00.51 100% I 
~:!_!~_ 52.36 18.12 27.40 02 .12 100% 
I 
I 
mentation and Use of Ideas, and Criticism and Evaluation of Ideas. 
Two thousand t wo hundred and sixty seven questions and ~~swers were 
the total number in the six workbooks of this study. Of these, one thou-
sand one hundred ru1d eighty seven questions and exercises, or 52.36 per ~en~ 
were classif'ed under Lower Mental Processes. Six hundred and twenty one 
questions and exercises, or 2.? .40 per cent, were classified under Supple-
1 mentation and Use of Ideas. "Four hundred and eleven questions and exer-· 
cises , qr 18.12 :per cent, were classified under Organization of Ideas. 
Forty eight questions and exercises, or 2.12 per cent, were classified under 
Criticism and Evaluation of Ideas. 
I Table XII shows the distribution by number and per cent of the total 
number of questions and exercises under the two major classifications~ 
Lower Mental Processes and Higher Mental Processes. There were a total 
of one thousand one hundred and eighty seven questions and exercises or 
52.36 per cent, classified under Lower Mental Processes. There were a total 
of one thousand and eighty questions and exercises or 47.64 per cent, 
classified under Higher Mental Processes. 
II 
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'rA!Ul XI 
I 
I NUMERICAL AND PEROE.Ll"TAGE DIS'ffiiBUTION OF/ Tflli TOTAL NUMBEa OF Q.~TIONS JU.1D-
I 
EXERCISES L'Om-1D IN TEE SIX WORKBOOKS USED IN lliiS S'IUDY 
Lower Mental Higher Mental Processes Total 
Processes 
I Organization of Supplementation and Criticism and Number of Ideas Use of Ideas Evaluation of Ideas Questions and I Exercises I 
Total number 1187 411 621 48 2267 
of questions 
, and exercises 
Percent of 52.35 18.22 2?.40 02 .12 100% li'> ff!-q_uestions and 
exerc ises 
'rABLE XII 
I DJ.STRIBUr:llJ:ON OF NuMBER MID PEROE:i.'l"T OF 'FtlE TOTAL N1J.MBER OF Q.U"".!JSTIONS .AL'ID 
EXERCISES UNDER 'IVIO MAJ"CR OL.4SSIFIOATION8 
I 
Distribution by number Distribution by per cent 
~wer Mental Processes 1187 52.36 
Higher Mental Processes 1080 47.64 
-
I 
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CHAPTER V 
Sillii~liARY -A-ND CONCLVSIONS 
· The writer of this study analyzed. and classified the questions and 
1 exercises in six Junior High American History workbooks to ascert ' in to 
what extent various mental processes were required in their solution. The 
1 
development of the power of critical thinking, which is classified u..11der 
Higher Mental Processes in this study, was analyzed to determine to what 
extent it was used in the workbook material of the pupil. 
In thi s study the mental processes are in two main classifications and 
those used in this study are borrowed from Johnson1 • The various questions 
and exercises were analyzed according to that classification. 'Ihe main 
classifications used were the Lower Mental Processes of recall, recognition 
and reproduction and the Higher Mental Processes of organization of ideas, 
supplementation and use ~f ideas, and criticism and evaluation of ideas. 
In most cases one ability was recorded for an exercise, however in 
same exercises two or more abilities were required for their solution. In 
that manner all the questions and exercises in six junior high American 
History workbooks were analyzed and classified. Tables were then set up to 
compare the numerical distribution and the percentage distribution of the 
questions and exercises under the main classifications and the various sub-
classifications of the main classifications. 
1Everett J"ohnson, "~ iUlalysi s 2!, "Fifth Grade .. ,-Geography Workbooks", 
========Jt Unpublished Master • s fue s is, Boston.:=i v=e=-r=s=i=t=y=,=l=--9=48~~~=-=--=-=-=-====-===-=--=-=~~-=F==== 
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1: Certain conclusions which can be drawn from this study depend on 
j\ combining certain data. into a. summarizing table. This ta.bl e foll0\18: 
II T.Al3LE XIII 
P:ERCElTTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES CLASSIFIED 1JNJ)ll'Jt 
L01'1ER NENTAL PROCESSES .AJ)TD HIGE:E:R MENTAL PROCESSES FOR 
EACH OF TEE SIX WORKBOOKS 
Lower Higher 
Hen tal Hental 
:Book Processes Processes Total 
·I 
43.00 lOo% I A 57.00 
. J 
:B 41.62 58.38 100% 
I' 
II 
I c 14.42 85.58 100% 
I 
D 65.90 34.10 109% 
I 
II E 65.21.!. 34.76 100% 
1: 41.67 
II 
F 58.33 100% 
II 
. Aver. 52.36 47.64 100% 
I . d 
From the summarizing table and the other tables of this thesis the 
follol-ring conclusions were reached: 
I 
I 
11 
--==-
I 
li 
--:::=:-- -~ = 
1. In the six workbooks analyzed the questions end exercises classified 
under Lower Mental Processes had a :percentage distribution of 52.36 
1
1 
per cent and the questions and exercises classified under Higher I 
Mental Processes had a :percent~e distribution of 47.64 :per cent. 
2. One workbook was found to be superior to the others in stressing the 
Higher Mental Processes with 85.58 per cent of the questions and 
exercises devoted to that major classification. 
3. Two workbooks were found to have placed less stress on the Higher 
Mental Processes with 34.10 per cent and 34.76 per cent of the 
questions and exercises devoted to that major classification. 
4. There were 2,267 questions and exercises in the six workbooks 
analyzed. Of these 1,187 exercises were classified under Lower 
Mental Processes and 1,080 were classified under Higher Mental 
Processes. 
5. On the lower mental level, recall was used most frequently with aided 
recall from facts in the text, the one most commonly found in that 
group. 
6. On the higher mental level, the questions and exercises stressing 
supplementation and use of ideas was the most common. 
The results of this stu~ indicate that the questions and exercises in 
the American History workbooks, published for supplementary use, are 
nearly equal in distribution between the two major classifications, 
the Lo\'rer ~!ental Processes and the Higher Mental Processes. 
II I s. A higher percentage of exercises in junior high history workbooks is 
devoted to higher mental processes than is devoted to these processes 
by fifth grade geography workbooks shown by Johnson. 
4S 
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lf;ost \'IOrkbooks followed an outline for each chapter so that there was 
not a va.riety of abilities but only a repetition of the same ones 
chapter after chapter. 
10. \fuile ana.lyrlng ·the histol"'IJ workbooks the writ er did not tally ea.eh 
item as an exercise or question. Under recognition ability in one 
vvorkbook in the study, there "'ere 938 items under 4o exercises in 
matching. Only the exercises were recorded on the tally sheets 
because each item in most cases was only a small part of one exercise. 
The same method was used on multiple choice in the same workbook under 
recognition ability. There were 165 separate items but only 19 
exercises. Both of them were found in Book E. 
1 11. The authors of the workbooks have reached no agr eement in regard to 
the skills that should be in exercises persistently on the higher 
mental. levels. 
I L_-
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